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Abstract Category co-citation and its representation through social networks is proving to be a 
very adequate technique for the visualization and analysis of great scientific domains. Its 
combination with pathfinder networks using pruning values r=∞and q=n−1 makes manifest 
the essence of research in the domain represented, or what we might call the `most salient 
structure'. The possible loss of structural information, caused by aggressive pruning in 
peripheral areas of the networks, is overcome by creating heliocentric maps for each category. 
The depictions obtained with this procedure become tools of great usefulness in view of their 
capacity to reveal the evolution of a given scientific domain over time, to show differences and 
similarities between different domains, and to suggest possible new lines for development. 
This article presents the scientogram of the United States for the year 2002, identifying its 
essential structure. We also show the scientograms of China for the years 1990 and 2002, in 
order to study its particular national evolution. Finally, we try to detect patterns and 
tendencies in the three scientograms that would allow one to predict or flag the evolution of a 
scientific domain. 
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Introduction 
In Moya Anegón et al,1 we proposed the co-citation of ISI 1Journal Citation Report categories as 
a new technique for building maps of vast scientific domains. Later, in Vargas-Quesada2 we 
introduced Pathfinder Networks (PFNETs)3 as the pruning algorithm in order to show the most 
‘salient’ structure of a domain, as well as using non-normalized co-citation values to give rise 
to the grouping of ISI categories in major thematic areas, as clusters. More recently, our work 
has brought us to use this same methodology for the visualization and analysis of the scientific 
structure of the worldwide scientific domain,4 and for the Spanish domain.5 
 
This allows us to clearly identify the macrostructure, the microstructure and the marrow of 
research. This methodology, as it evolves, may also be applied to the comparison of scientific 
domains, to show their evolution and even their developmental trends, as we shall see below. 
The objective pursued is to visualize the scientific structure of a developed country like the 
United States, and then compare it with that of a quickly developing nation such as China – 
which has undergone a strong increase in scientific production over the past decade – so as to 
                                                          
1
 Actually registered as Thomson Reuters 
detect trends and patterns of scientific connection. The choice of the year 2002 owes simply to 
the fact that this was the nearest complete year for which we could download documents at 
the time we began to experiment with this notion (in June of 2003); and 1990, because it 
struck us as a date remote enough to reveal changes, but still within the realm of our current 
understanding and interpretations.  
 
Below we offer an overview of work related with this aim, and a succinct description of the 
methodology that we applied. Then, we show the results obtained in the form of 
scientograms, which is how we chose to denominate the graphic representations obtained 
from scientometric information, to finally draw a few brief conclusions. 
 
 
Related Works 
The generation of a big picture is something implicit in the process of visualizing scientific 
information. Ever since the earliest work involving bibliometrics and research, at the beginning 
of the 1960s, Garfield6 and Garfield et al7 began to construct historical maps based on citation. 
Shortly thereafter, Price8 showed that the patterns of author citation of scientific articles 
served to define research fronts and that they could moreover be used to reflect the scientific 
structure of a domain. In the 1970s, Small and Griffith9 and Griffith et al10 represented the 
specialized fields of the natural sciences, demonstrating that science is a network of fields that 
are mutually interconnected. A year later, Aaronson11 ‘x-rayed’ biomedicine over a 2-year 
period and showed its evolution. With the arrival in the 1980s of the generation of 
visualizations or maps of scientific domains, this sort or work became much more prolific: we 
see the maps of biochemistry and molecular biology,12 biotechnology and molecular genetics,13 
biochemistry, immunology and animal and plant biology14 and, finally, pharmacology.15 In the 
meantime, Small, continued to fine-tune the techniques used for his first maps.16–21,27,23 
 
In the 1900s, new information retrieval methods come onto the scene, as well as new 
techniques for the analysis, visualization and spatial positioning of information,24 and there is a 
proliferation of work based on the visualization of the structure of small scientific domains 
oriented to the classification and/or retrieval of information. Thus for instance, the Centre for 
Science and Technology Studies25 research involves the generation of maps of science with 
emphasis on their structural and dynamic aspects.26–28,5 Lin et al29 develop a self-organizing 
map (SOM) that can be used as a bibliographic interface for the retrieval of information online. 
White and McCain 30,31 propose visualization as a model for information analysis and retrieval. 
Garfield32 advocates the use of new visualization techniques for the generation of global 
sequential maps of science. White et al33 compare visualizations obtained through 
Multidimensional Scaling to those created by the SOM, concluding that results are very similar 
but that the SOM are better at integrating bibliographic information plus retrieval. Chen34 
incorporates PFNETs into the field of Documentation in order to prune links when visualizing 
social networks.35 For Ding et al,36 visualization favors the simplification of an area of 
knowledge down to its main elements, as well as its use for a better comprehension of the 
domain on the part of the user. 
 
The new millennium incorporates the challenge of dynamically generating maps that can be 
used as interfaces for the access and retrieval of information. Merton37 argues that what was 
once conceived by Garfield to retrieve information is, in fact, a magnificent tool for the study 
of the sociology of science. White38 proposes using networks centered on a subject (CAMEOs) 
as interfaces for the access and retrieval of bibliographic information for non-expert users, 
putting forth as well the possibility that these depictions may be generated in a dynamic 
manner. Noyons et al39; Buter and Noyons40 and Noyon41 analyze the use of maps as 
metaphors of a scientific discipline, their use as interfaces and their limitations, providing some 
solutions that allow for a better exploration of the domain in question. Chen and Paul42 and 
Chen et al43 manage to represent the structural patterns of scientific literature in 3D maps. 
Ding et al44 show the intellectual structure of the field of information retrieval, indicating 
models, patterns and trends. Guerrero Bote et al45 use a SOM to classify, browse and retrieve 
information. White et al46 implement a dynamic system for visualization: Authorlink, based on 
author co-citation, which allows browsing and information retrieval, in real time.47,48 Small49 
theorizes about the design of a web tool capable of detecting and monitoring changes in 
research fronts of an area in real time. Chen and Kuljis50 study the appearance and evolution of 
research fronts in the field of Physics. Again Chen, but this time with Morris,51 compares the 
visualization of citation networks derived using two reduction algorithms: minimum spanning 
trees (MSTs) and PFNETs. Morris et al52 work on the visualization, detection and identification 
of temporal changes in the lines of research. Boyack and Börner53 study the relationship 
between government financing and the number of citations received. The SCImago group 1,54 
proposes ISI category co-citation as units of analysis and representation for the generation of 
maps of vast scientific domains, and compares three of these. In that same year, Boyack et al55 
present a map representing the structure of science on the whole, providing a bird’seye view 
of today’s scientific landscape. Later, Klavans and Boyack56,57 propose a framework for a 
quantitative assessment of the performance of relatedness measures and visualization 
algorithms, a method for generating maps based on the relationship between hundreds of 
thousands of documents, and quantitative techniques for evaluating these vast maps. 
Samoylenko et al58 propose an approach to visualizing the scientific world and its evolution by 
constructing MSTs and a 2D maps of scientific journals. Finally, Leydesdorff59 combines the 
Journal Citation Report (JCR) of the Science Citation Index 2004 and the Social Science Citation 
Index 2004, in order to map journals and specialties. 
 
 
In an attempt to sum up what has taken place to date, we can say that nowadays there are 
two proposals for tracking down the big picture. One adopts the traditional units of analysis 
(authors, documents and journals) and, through their grouping; scientific disciplines are 
identified following a bottom-up process. The alternative uses the ISI categories to the same 
end, and shows the scientific structure from them in a top-down manner. The first proposal 
presents all the pros of fine-grained character, but runs into difficulties in representing the 
totality of the panorama on a single plane, and in tagging the disciplines. The second option 
has its strong points where the former shows weaknesses, and vice versa. That is, it is 
relatively simple to represent on a single plane the scientific structure of a domain by means of 
a maximum of 218 categories and their interrelation, and problems with tagging are non-
existent. Here, the difficulties revolve around how to descend to smaller units of analysis, 
departing from the categories, with no loss of information. We consider that both the former 
and the latter are valid alternatives for the achievement of the big picture, yet we decided to 
experiment in this case with the latter to delimit scientific disciplines. This means that the work 
presented here is based on the assumption that the ISI databases represent a certain scientific 
reality that can be used to recreate the structure of science. It is also acknowledged, however, 
that the database is fuzzy, that journal categories overlap and that they may be sometimes 
erroneous. 
 
Material and Methods 
For strictly investigative purposes, we downloaded from the ISI Web of Science_ (Thomson 
Reuters)60 and more precisely from the SCI, SSCI and A&HCI databases, all the records for the 
year 2002 that contained ‘USA’ in the address field. This gave us a total of 316878 documents 
(comprising articles, biographical items, book reviews, corrections, editorial materials, letters, 
meeting abstracts, news items and reviews). Likewise, we downloaded the records of scientific 
publication involving China for the years 1990 and 2002, obtaining 9603 and 58981 
documents, respectively. 
 
Units of analysis 
As we indicated above, we resorted to the ISI categories as units of analysis and 
representation. Each category agglutinates the journals that were categorized under that 
name, and likewise, the documents that were published in those journals. We do not use the 
category Multidisciplinary Sciences, and so all the documents ascribed to it were re-
categorized. The problem of re-categorization of documents published in multidisciplinary 
journals has been dealt with in depth by Glänzel et al.61,62 The solution they propose is to re-
categorize each one of those documents in view of the most referenced category. We adopted 
this procedure, with very satisfactory results: only a few documents had to be re-categorized 
manually because there was a lack of references. However, re-categorization of 
multidisciplinary documents on the basis of the predominant category of the citing documents 
is an alternative with which we are now experimenting and we may possibly incorporate in the 
near future. 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Co-citation scheme. 
 
Unit of measure 
As in previous works, we adopted co-citation as a unit of measure. Given this basis, we 
revisited the traditional scheme of co-citation and added a new element to it. Accordingly, if 
one document published in a journal with an ISI category in the JCR is cocited along with 
another document that has been published in a different journal having another ISI–JCR 
category, we can state that there is a relationship between these categories. The more co-
citations there are, the stronger the relationship between the categories (see Figure 1). 
 
Just like White,63 we consider that PFNETs derived from raw co-citation counts appear to form 
more readily interpreted structures than do their normalized versions. And like Leydesforff and 
Vaugahn,64 we have confirmed that the standardization of relational information causes 
distortions in the values of the units of analysis when co-citation is the unit of measure, making 
them less coherent as compared with raw data. Chen51 does not agree with this idea, 
especially when the temporal factor is taken into account. Of similar opinion are Klavans and 
Boyack56,57 who, after testing eight similarity measures, propose K50, a modified cosine index 
used as a unit of measure with quite good results. In our view, the standardization of relational 
information is necessary in units of analysis such as authors and documents. A limited capacity 
to concentrate citations in a short time period, for example one year makes them particularly 
unstable units for temporal studies. Yet this is not the case of the ISI categories, which show 
great stability due to their greater capacity of agglutination. 
 
 
Dimensionality reduction 
The display of a scientific domain involving such a high number of units, yet easily identified by 
tags, and showing interactions by means of links, all in an intelligible and esthetically pleasing 
form for the human eye…is a formidable challenge. Bearing in mind the precautionary 
message of Hjorland  and Albrechtsen:65 
If users are provided with a system of too many possibilities, without giving priority to the 
essential connections, the user is overloaded, and the system is ineffective. 
 
Then there is the advice of Small:16 
Despite the loss of structural information … the gain in simplicity may for some purposes be 
worth the sacrifice. 
 
And we fully agree again with White63 in that: 
Among techniques, two-dimensional PFNETs made with raw co-citation counts, and visualized 
through spring embedders, appear to have considerable advantages. 
 
Although PFNETs has been used in the fields of bibliometrics, infometrics and scientometrics 
since 1990,66 its application to citation was the work of Chen,35,67 who introduced a new form 
of organizing, visualizing and accessing information. PFNETs is based on two elements – the 
Minkowski distance and on an extension of triangular inequality – and is defined by two 
parameters: r, associated with the Minkowski distance used; and q, related to length, 
understood as the number of links of the paths that are compared. Therefore, all the links that 
defy triangular inequality, having one associated distance that is lesser than another for the 
same points composed up to q links, and with the calculation of this global distance by means 
of the parametrical Minkowski equation with parameter r, will be eliminated.4  
 
In our opinion, PFNETs set to the strongest pruning configuration r =∞, and q = n − 1, is the 
prime option  for preserving and highlighting the salient relationships between categories, and 
for capturing the essential underlying intellectual structure of a scientific domain in an 
economical way. 
 
 
Scalar 
There are many different methods for the automatic generation of graphs. The spring 
embedder type is most widely used in the area of Documentation. Spring embedders begin by 
assigning coordinates to the nodes in such a way that the final graph will be pleasing to the 
eye.68 One of the most noteworthy of this type is the Kamada and Kawai algorithm.69 Its 
foremost features are the capacity to minimize differences with respect to theoretical 
distances in the entire graph, good computation times and the fact that it subsumes 
multidimensional scaling when the technique of Kruskal and Wish70 is applied. As Cohen71 and 
Krempel72 indicate, the Kamada and Kawai algorithm uses an energy similar to the stress of 
multidimensional scaling as the measure for adaptation to theoretical distances. 
 
The combination of PFNETs, co-citation, and Kamada and Kawai makes the most 
interdisciplinary elements of a depiction tend to situate themselves toward the center, as a 
result of the greater number of links. This creates an informational and intuitive effect that 
enhances analysis and interpretation. 
 
Scientogram validation 
We finally resorted to a method based on a statistical process – Factor Analysis (FA) – for our 
validation of findings. Its main features are: 
 
• FA is conducted on the basis of raw data co-citation, 
• the number of factors identified is extracted, 
• each factor is tagged, and 
• The factors identified are transferred to the scientogram. 
 
We stopped extracting factors upon arriving at an eigenvalue greater or equal to one,2 which 
was done with the Scree test.3 In order to capture the nature of each factor so as to tag it, the 
factors were first ordered according to their index of weight – factor loading – in a decreasing 
order, and a cutoff of 0.5 was established for membership; though for denomination, we took 
into account only those categories of each factor that had a value of 0.7 or more. In order that 
each one of the subject areas, along with the categories integrating it, can be easily identified, 
all the categories comprising a common factor were given the same color. Thus, for instance, 
the categories identified in Factor 1 (Biomedicine) appear in Light Purple, while those of Factor 
2 (Psychology) are colored Emerald Green, etc. Those that belong to more than one subject 
area are red, the ‘hot’ points of interaction among the subject areas. Finally, dark grey shows 
the ‘cold’ones that were not identified by FA and therefore belong to no subject area. 
 
Results 
Applying the methodology described here to the ISI data gives us a network of categories 
whose form is reminiscent of a human neuron, with a great axon or central neurite. In order to 
favor interpretation of the scientogram – which is how we prefer to denote this type of 
representation built from scientometric information – each sphere was labeled with the name 
of the ISI–JCR category it represents, and was given a size directly proportional to the volume 
of documents it comprises. To help visually establish the relationship between the size of each 
category and its actual output, in the lower left corner of the scientogram there is a sphere of 
reference with a size reflecting the specified number of documents. The lines that connect the 
different spheres show the salient relations of co-citation among categories. These 
associations are thicker or thinner depending on the intensity of co-citation: the greater the 
intensity, the greater the thickness of the link. They represent, then, the salient consensual 
opinion of authors of documents as expressed by means of their use of citation. 
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 This simple criterion works quite well, giving results much in accord with the expectations of researchers (Ding et 
al).44 
3
 The scree test consists of the examination of the line obtained in the graphic representation of the eigenvalues of 
the identified factors. The extraction of factors comes to a halt when the line of eigenvalues begins to level out, 
practically forming a line parallel to the axis, with hardly any slant. 
 
 
Figure 2: Scientogram of USA 2002. 
 
Brief description of a domain 
The scientogram in Figure 2 shows the synthesis of US Scientific output and its interrelations 
for the year 2002. Using FA, a total of 14 factors were identified. Each factor or thematic area 
was assigned a color and a number, listed in the lower left part of the scientogram. The US 
scientogram stands as the model of science of a developed nation. The basic features, from a 
macrostructural viewpoint, can be summed up as: a central zone featuring what we might call 
Biomedical Sciences and Earth Sciences; toward the right are the Hard Sciences; and toward 
the left, the Soft Sciences are configured. This scheme of vertebration on the macrostructural 
level of science is a classic arrangement, which persists in the scientograms of developed 
countries, and shares little in common with the incipient backbones of other less developed 
countries.4 
 
The US scientogram shows a domain well advanced in research, with a structure or backbone 
typical of countries with a high level of socioeconomic well-being. Biomedicine occupies a 
central position, indicating the importance that its research and development hold for the 
community, sustained on its right side by research in science and technology, and by the social 
and human sciences to the left. This interdisciplinary position of biomedicine in the United 
States coincides with that detected in the Spanish domain of science in the year 2000,1 where 
the Anep73 classification was used to concentrate all the ISI categories into 24 areas of 
knowledge. The same position is revealed when Boyack et al55 show the backbone of the 
World science for the year 2000. 
 
The way that the different thematic areas are related over category paths is logical, though it 
also sheds some added light on the scientific structure of a domain. It could even be used to 
establish differences according to the domain involved. For instance, if we look closely at the 
way the areas of Biomedicine and Psychology are connected (zooming into Figure 2), we see 
that their path of connection goes from Biochemistry & Molecular Biology ←→ 
Neurosciences←→ Psychiatry ←→ Psychology (Figure 3). This is not the case in China, for the 
same time span (Figure 6 and its central zoomed area: Figure 4) where the path of connection 
runs: Biochemistry & Molecular Biology ←→ Neurosciences←→ Clinical Neurology ←→ 
Psychiatry ←→ Psychology, making us suppose that in China, research into Psychology is more 
focused on clinical and pathological studies. Hence, its intermediary link with Clinical 
Neurology; whereas in the United States, the branch is more theoretical, dedicated to the 
study of the individual psyche. The categories seen in red reveal the points of confluence 
among different thematic areas as a result of their multiple assignments. 
 
 
Figure 3: Enlargement of the center of the US Domain 2002. 
 
 
Brief description of the evolution of a domain 
Figures 5 and 6 shows the scientograms of the structure of the Chinese scientific domain for 
the years 1990 and 2002, respectively. At a glance, there is little similarity with the US model. 
Yet a certain structural resemblance seems to grow over time. Let us look more closely at each 
example. 
 
 
Figure 4: Enlargement of the center of the Chinese Domain 2002. 
 
 
Figure 5: Scientogram of China 1990. 
 
The scientogram of 1990 identifies seven thematic areas by means of FA. Its scheme of 
vertebration appears quite distinct from the American model, which we called exemplary of 
developed scientific domains. The center of research is clearly conformed by the area of 
Chemistry, underlining its importance for this time and place. The research into Biomedicine is 
just emerging. It would seem to be an offshoot from Chemistry rather than an autonomous 
area of knowledge. This is evidenced by the category Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, the 
nucleus of Biomedical research in developed domains, which here belongs to the area of 
Chemistry (not Biomedicine). The research output in Science and Technology is beginning to 
stand out. There are few categories involved, and its structure is weak and somewhat 
disconnected. The Materials Sciences appear more closely linked to the area of Computer 
Science and Telecommunications than to Chemistry or Physics. We find only one 
multidisciplinary category – Physics Condensed Matters – which is responsible for interaction 
among the areas of Materials Sciences, Computer Science and Telecommunications, and 
Nuclear Physics and Particle Physics. 
 
Figure 6: Scientogram of China 2002. 
 
 
In the scientogram of 2002 (Figure 6) a total of eight thematic areas can be identified, one 
more than in the year 1990 – Soil and Earth Sciences. Its backbone is also quite different from 
the US model. However, the area Biomedicine has shifted toward a more central position, and 
there is a strong increase in the number of categories that integrate it. Again unlike 1990, the 
nucleus of research has ceased to be exclusively in the realm of Chemistry and is now shared 
by this category and the Materials Sciences, making the category denoted Chemistry Physical 
the point of interconnection of the two. There are two multidisciplinary categories in this 
particular year: Physics Condensed Matter, which continues to be the link between the 
Materials Sciences and Nuclear and Particle Physics; and Plant Sciences, which is here the point 
of confluence of Biomedicine with Agriculture and Soil and Earth Sciences. 
 
Generally speaking, we can say that the scientific domain of China is evolving toward a model 
that is structurally similar to that of the United States. That is, it has joined the ranks of the 
developed countries. Its emphasis on research in the areas of Science and Technology as the 
nucleus of the scientogram of 2002, and the greater presence of the categories of the 
biomedical area, point to this evolution. The key difference with respect to the US image is the 
lack of any structural grouping in the area of Social Sciences and Arts and Humanities in 
Chinese research. 
 
Discussion 
Scientograms constitute the intellectual and consensual opinion of hundreds of thousands of 
researchers worldwide, yet simplified to an extreme degree. Heliocentric maps54 are a sort of 
magnifying glass, at a lower level, to show the relationships of one category with the rest and 
where some relations have been eliminated by PFNET. 
 
Figure 7: Heliocentric map of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology for China 1990. 
 
  
The representation of the salient structure of a scientific domain involves a process of clearing 
around structural elements. If we cannot see the forest for the trees, the trees will have to be 
pruned. The pruning needed to make manifest the most salient structure of a scientific domain 
(r=∞ and q=n−1) is appropriate for the categories situated in the central area of the depiction, 
where greater co-citation between categories is found. This gives rise to bunches or clusters 
made up of links and categories which, in themselves, supply sufficient information for the 
analysis and evaluation of a thematic area or even of a given category. However, as we move 
away from the center of the depiction toward the periphery, where categories co-citation is 
more limited, the pruning tends to be very aggressive, leaving paths of connection between 
categories that hardly have bunches. This makes the analysis of the domain less informative 
and more difficult to interpret. To avoid such a drawback, and in order to delve deeper into the 
structure of the domain, we resort to heliocentric mapping that offers a second level of 
representation that is more detailed, and where the selected category appears in the center, 
surrounded by its neighbors or ‘satellites’. For the sake of clarity in the visualization, up to a 
maximum of 20 nodes are shown. The closer they lay to the central category or the thicker 
their links, the greater the relationship of informational interchange between or among 
categories. To better reflect the thematic areas at a glance, each category is shown with the 
same color (or shade thereof) representing the factor or thematic area to which it pertains. 
 
Just as we saw with the scientograms of vast scientific domains, these heliocentric maps can 
be used for a richer and more detailed analysis and comparison of scientific domains, or even 
to detect patterns of behavior and trends in interchange from category to category over time. 
 
Figures 7–9 show three heliocentric maps for the category Biochemistry & Molecular Biology. 
The first two maps pertain to the Chinese domain, and the third shows the United States. The 
heliocentric map of 1990 shows a much more detailed form in the interchange of information 
between Biochemistry & Molecular Biology and its most akin categories. We easily detect a 
nucleus made up of this category and others from the areas Chemistry and Biomedicine. The 
gray tone code tells us that the central category and the ones with which it shares the most 
information all belong to the area of Chemistry. In turn, this indicates that here Biochemistry & 
Molecular Biology in particular, and the area of Biomedicine in general, are more focused on 
chemical and pharmacological research than on strictly medical or clinical studies. Yet the later 
scientogram tells a different story. 
 
 
Figure 8: Heliocentric map of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in China 2002. 
 
In the heliocentric map of 2002, we observe that the nucleus is relocated amid a conglomerate 
of categories of the area of Biomedicine. Only two are factorized in  other areas: Plant 
Sciences, belonging to Biomedicine and Agriculture and Soil Science (the dark gray indicates 
the convergence of two areas), revealing the strong and lasting influence of traditional medical 
practices on modern medicine in China; and Chemistry Multidisciplinary, which serves as a 
bridge between Biomedicine and Materials Science and Physics Applied. If we now look at the 
heliocentric map of the US for 2002, we see that practically all the categories, whether in 
the nucleus or orbiting outside it, belong to the area of Biomedicine. 
 
Bearing in mind the two scientograms of China, we witness the shift of Biomedicine toward the 
central zone of the scientogram for 2002, a situation very similar to that of the scientogram for 
US 2002. We must remember that scientograms based on category co-citation and PFNET 
pruning tend to place the most interdisciplinary categories and thematic areas in the center of 
the depiction; and we should take note of the evolution of the nuclear category of the area of 
Biomedicine (Biochemistry & Molecular Biology) in the two respective heliocentric maps: there 
is a considerable increase in output in 2002 (a noticeable difference in size), a change of 
thematic assignment (the departure of Chemistry and adoption of Biomedicine), and the most 
adjacent categories no longer belong to Chemistry but rather to Biomedicine. These 
developments suggest that China is roughly taking after the US domain. Indeed, the 
heliocentric map of China 2002 is essentially the same as that of US 2002, except for the 
distance of its categories with respect to the central one, and the divergence of a single 
category in each map: Plant Sciences in China and Developmental Biology in the United States. 
 
 
Figure 9: Heliocentric map of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology in US 2002. 
 
Conclusions 
With the foundation of a previously developed methodology, we have shown how the 
scientograms of major scientific domains are very useful tools for the representation, analysis, 
comparison and evolutionary study of these domains. They can even be used as models to 
predict the behavior of other domains. The limitations that they entail, as a consequence of 
pruning the weakest relationships, are compensated by the heliocentric maps, which serve to 
enhance domain analysis. 
 
The remaining weak points of scientograms and heliocentric maps are those inherent to 
domain analysis. That is, a certain awareness of the philosophy of science is a pre-requisite, as 
is some familiarity with the economic, cultural and socio-political aspects of a domain in order 
to make a proper analysis and adequate interpretation of the underlying scientific structure. 
Yet a lack of such knowledge can be overcome to a great extent by the representations 
themselves. As is the case with scientograms, heliocentric maps (such as Authorlink48 and 
Citespace74 can be used as interfaces to access documents, which are ultimately the elements 
responsible for establishing the relationships of co-citation among categories, and therefore, 
the scientific structure of the domain under study. Furthermore, as can be seen in the Atlas of 
Science (http://www.atlasofscience.net), they are also the point of access for the generation of 
new maps of journals or authors, which allow the identification of research fronts within each 
category. 
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